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Tell Kaysumah screening site/muster point, 12 March
Tell Kaysumah screening site/muster point (36°18′15.29″N 42°59′51.44″E) is located at the top of a hill on the
road leading south-west out of Mosul, about 5km east of As Sahaji village. It is under PMF control (Kataib al
th
Imam Ali and Imam Abbas Brigade), although there is some ISF 9 Division presence.
An estimated total of around 1-3,000 IDPs are arriving each day, having walked for up to 36 hours from
Badoush and villages close by. Numbers are expected to rise once the advance reaches the far western
neighbourhoods of Mosul.
Tell Kaysumah is in critical need of support but the situation is complicated by disagreements between the ISF
th
9 Division who want control of the site and the PMF who currently run it. The ISF would reportedly prefer to
secure the site under their own control before international NGOs increase their presence there, and have
informally asked for 2-3 days to do this. Partners able to respond before this should be aware of this potential
complication.

A large portion of the road between Bakhira and As Sahaji is a dusty track, which would be challenging to cross
in heavy rain, although the terrain is flat. There is also a route starting at the Athbah turnoff via Sheikh Younis
and Tell Kaysumah village. Journey time from Bakhira to the muster point/screening site was 32 minutes.
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Displacement to the site
The western Mosul neighbourhood of Al Tanak is under 7km east of the Tell Kaysumah site and within clear
view, but it’s been reported that IDPs are not yet displacing west from Mosul. It’s likely that they will once the
th
advance reaches these neighbourhoods, especially if 9 Div. ISF secure control of Tell Kaysumah and other
muster points further west. For now though, IDPs are coming to this site from Badoush and villages nearby.
They reportedly walk in a circuitous route, usually setting off at night, to evade capture by ISIS. Journeys lasting
anything from 8 to 36 hours have been reported and people continue to arrive throughout the night.

The first area beyond the small berm, where IDPs gather to be screened. Mosul can be seen in the distance.
At the site
The muster point/screening site at Tell Kaysumah runs along the As Sahaji road and is divided into two areas
by a berm across the road. In the late afternoon of 12 March, in the first area on the Mosul side where IDPs
arrive, the PMF were conducting screening out the back of a vehicle. Men were split from the women and
children and sat in large groups, waiting for their IDs to be checked. The women and children waited for them
nearby in separate groups. Once the IDs had been checked, families were free to move together through the
berm to the second area. In this area they waited for transport – ISF trucks or PMF buses – to take them
onwards to Hamam al Alil screening site. Waiting time depended on the ID check and the availability of
transport, but overall IDPs were reported to wait for anything from 4 hours to a whole day. Trucks and buses
usually arrived in large convoys – therefore a large number of IDPs would build up and then rapidly reduce
with the arrival of the next convoy of empty vehicles. Some of the vehicles unloaded IDPs beside the road near
th
to the ISF 9 Div. base in Bakhida, for transfer onto different vehicles under ISF supervision.
On the Mosul side of the berm where the screening was taking place, the PMF were uneasy about having us
distribute water to women and children, despite the fact that we had been given permission and were
accompanied by an ISF major. It was important for the PMF to be seen as the ones carrying out the
distribution. Having said this, other NGOs have distributed supplies at the site and we have not heard of any
issues. We did not encounter any problems handing out water on the other side (As Sahaji side) of the berm
where families were waiting for transport.
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The second area, where IDPs await transport. The ISF temporary PHC/TSP is in the foreground.

IDPs boarding transport in the second area.
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Support and needs
Families from Badoush and other villages in the area have been living on very limited food and bad water for
many months and are particularly weak and tired after their long journey. Dehydration is a major concern.
Therefore water and ready-to-eat food are the greatest needs. Milk for babies is also very much in demand, as
are diapers. Latrines are also an important need as there are no toilet facilities at the site.
ISF doctors and a staff member of an international medical organisation said that a PMF food wagon had been
constantly going back and forth each day with rice and beans for people awaiting transport. As mentioned
above, other organisations, both local and international, have given some support and continue to do so.
However, the numbers of arrivals far outweigh the amount of support available.
th

There is a temporary PHC at the site, run by two ISF 9 Division doctors from 8am to 8pm. Trauma casualties
are stabilized either here or at ISF CCPs in Sheikh Younis or 2km further down the road.
th

MERMT are planning to offer support for the ISF 9 Div. TSP/PHC at the site, stabilizing civilian casualties and
providing basic medicines for common conditions. They are also willing to distribute basic aid such as water,
biscuits and baby formula to IDPs waiting at the site or passing through.
PMF at the site
A team of 5 NSS personnel arrived to conduct screening at Tell Kaysumah on 12 March, and thereby reduce
congestion at Hamam al Alil screening site. However, the presence of the Imam Abbas Brigade reportedly
dissuaded them from establishing an official screening site there at that time. If – more likely when – the ISF
th
9 Div. take control of the site, it is likely that the NSS will open an official screening site there.
The general atmosphere at the site was not tense, but it was not relaxed either. Although the PMF are
currently contributing the most by way of emergency relief at the site, some IDPs appeared to be intimidated.
Generally speaking, IDPs from Mosul and surrounding villages are fearful of the PMF; this was highlighted as a
key concern by civilians considering displacement in the run up to the operation. It may affect the route of
displacement chosen by civilians fleeing the far western neighbourhoods of Mosul. It is recommended that
protection actors visit the site and begin monitoring the situation as soon as possible.

Families walking through the berm from the first area to the second. These families were allowed through by
mistake and the PMF called them back, cocking their guns to get their full attention.
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